
Medical Grooming Authorization Form 
VIP Grooming * 4299 24th Street, San Francisco, Cal 94114 * 415-282-1393 * vipgroomingsf@gmail.com

VIP Scrub Club * 1734 Church St.  San Francisco, CA 94131 * 415-970-2231 *  vipscrubclub@gmail.com


Dear Veterinary professional,

As a result of COVID19 restrictions pets cannot be groomed unless there is a medical reason for the grooming.  Here 
at VIP we define grooming as dematting, nail trimming, bathing, and clipping.  The owner of the following pet 
requests their pet to be groomed for the medical reasons outlined below and has asked us to contact your office to 
obtain this needed authorization.


Pet’s Name ___________________________________


Breed _______________________________________


Owner’s name _________________________________


Owner’s phone number __________________________


Owner’s email _________________________________


The services required for the health and comfort of this pet that can not be reasonably delayed are:

Check all that apply


☐  Full Grooming – bath, ears cleaned, anal glands expressed, nailed trimmed and hair removed from feet, 
sanitary clip, and haircut. If you checked full grooming, do not check any additional boxes. 


☐  Ears cleaned, and hair removed - Prevent foxtails entering the canal, hygiene and remove  debris.


☐  Anal glands relieved – Prevent medical issues, comfort and hygiene.


☐  Nails trimmed – Prevent overgrown nails from breakage, pushing into pads, allow comfort in walking, 
removal of hair between toes and pads to prevent foxtails and hygiene. 


☐  Sanitary clip – Maintain hygiene around the genital area and anus.


☐  Haircut - Removal and/or prevention of matted hair and foxtails, vision, overheating, and comfort.


☐  Bathe – Allergies (dog and human), removal of bacteria and environmental contaminants, cleanliness for 
immune compromised pet owners


☐ Other: __________________________________________________________________________________


Authorization 

____I authorize this pet to receive necessary grooming services to maintain good health and 


Authorizing Signature_________________________________________


Printed Name ________________________________________________ 


name of veterinary office or clinic ________________________________________


_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Please Return by email to vipgroomingsf@gmail.com or vipscrubclub@gmail.com 
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